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Correction Symbols 
 
 

Symbol Meaning Example of Error Corrected Sentence 
 
^ 

 
missing word 

 
I working in a restaurant. 
 ^ 

 
I am working in a restaurant. 
 

 connect 
 

We work together.  So we have become friends.   We work together, so we have become 
friends. 
 

× unnecessary word Many Japanese people live in Tokyo.! Many Japanese live in Tokyo. 
 

 wrong word order Monday always is our busiest day. Monday is always our busiest day. 
 

¶ start a new paragraph   
 

agr subject-verb agreement The manager work hard. 
                        agr 

The manager works hard. 
 

art article I forgot documents at home. 
            ^art 

I forgot the documents at home. 
 

cap capitalization I can speak English and japanese. 
                                      cap 

I can speak English and Japanese. 
 

conj conjunction Shrimp lobster are the most popular dishes.   
           ^conj 

Shrimp and lobster are the most popular 
dishes. 
 

frag fragment She was fired.  [Because she was always late.] 
                                              frag 

She was fired because she was always late. 
 

 



!

 
Symbol Meaning Example of Error Corrected Sentence 

 
pl 

 
plural 

 
She treats her employees like slave. 
                                                       ^pl 

 
She treats her employees like slaves. 
 

prep preposition We start serving dinner 7:00 P.M. 
                                      ^prep 

We start serving dinner at 7:00 P.M. 
 

p punctuation I live, and go to school here 
         ^p                                ^p 

I live and go to school here. 
 

ref pronoun reference The restaurant’s specialty is fish.  They are 
always fresh.                                   ^ref 

The restaurant’s specialty is fish.  It is 
always fresh. 
 

R/O run-on-sentence [Lily was fired she is upset.] 
                        R/O 

Lily was fired, so she is upset. 
 

sp spelling The maneger is a woman. 
          sp 

The manager is a woman. 
 

T transition The new employee is careless.  She is always 
late for work.                                       ^T 

The new employee is careless. She is also 
always late for work. 
 

vt verb tense I never work as a cashier until I got a job there. 
              vt 

I had never worked as a cashier until I 
got a job there. 
 

wf wrong word form Her voice is irritated. 
                       wf 

Her voice is irritating. 
 

ww wrong word The food is delicious.  Besides, the restaurant is 
always crowded.              ww 

The food is delicious.  Therefore, the 
restaurant is always crowded. 

 
 


